Foot pedal activated gas-flush vacuum packaging at its finest. The AVN's 1/4" (10mm optional) wide sealing element delivers a leak proof seal for electronic devices that require moisture barrier bags. With one touch of the pedal, the AVN flushes out oxygen and moisture with nitrogen, the automated stainless-steel nozzle retracts, and your sensitive components are sealed in seconds. Clean Room compatible, the AVN is also ideal for dry packaging applications on trays, tape and reel, tubes and a variety of SMD shipping containers. Combine the AVN's precise automation with speed, extensive safety features and incredible durability, and faulty seals resulting from operator or machine error are virtually eliminated. Providing additional functionality and convenience, the AVN's gas-flush feature can be switched off for impulse heat only sealing.

The AVN is hand assembled at our facility using only superior grade components. The AVN also features four seal lengths (20", 25", 30", 35").

Seal Length: 20", 25", 30", 35"
Seal Width: 1/4" (10mm opt.)
Vacuum Flow: 3 CFM
Max. Vacuum Pressure: 27 inHg
Air Requirements: 5 CFM@90PSI
Amps @ 120 Volts A.C.: 6, 7, 12, 15
Unit Size (in): 28,33,38,43L x 10W x 7h
Approx. Weight: 33, 40, 50, 54 lbs
Approx. Ship Weight: 40, 45, 57, 64 lbs

Disclaimer:
The data presented refers to typical values only and should serve only as a guide and does not encompass normal variability or constitute any warranty. We urge purchasers to conduct tests for suitability in their specific end use.
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